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Gen II Remote Actuation Cable Lash
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1. Loosen the nut and lock washer located on the foot pedal assembly.
2. Turn the Hex Stock Fitting so it moves (about 1/8" to 1/4") toward the Foot Pedal Assembly, until some cable slack is noticeable.
3. Fully depress the Pedal.
4. Turn the Hex Stock Fitting so it moves away from the Foot Pedal Assembly. Remove the cable slack until the Cam rotates and comes within 1/8" of making contact with the Pivot Bracket.
5. Release the pedal, hold the Hex Stock Fitting in position, and tighten the Nut and Lock Washer on the Foot Pedal Assembly. Tighten until finger-tight, then turn the nut an additional 1/4 turn with an open end wrench.
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